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Extending Point-sensor Performance by Incorporating
Distributed-sensors and Window Functions

YU-HSIANG HSU AND CHIH-KUNG LEE*

Institute of Applied Mechanics, National Taiwan University, Taipei, Taiwan 106, China

ABSTRACT: By integrating the methodologies of window functions and the method of
image, the performance of the traditional piezoelectric point and distributed sensors, such as
accelerometers, can be tailored by modifying their transfer functions in the spatial domain.
The approach used in extending the sensor performance consists of developing a series of
methodologies that can tailor the gain of the sensor transfer function while keeping the phase
of the sensor transfer function intact. We can show that these spatially introduced design
methodologies bypass the Bode gain–phase theorem, which states that gain and phase are
interrelated for all minimum phase systems. The effects of adopting these sensors to flexible
structure control and point sensors are examined in detail. It can also be shown that a series
of low-pass filters, which exerts autonomous behavior between the gain and the phase of the
sensor transfer function, can be introduced to significantly influence the performance of
the sensing or controlling loops that incorporates these sensors. In addition, variables such as
the power of the window functions adopted, the desired corner frequency, the length of the
sensor structure, etc., all can be shown to have a decisive impact on the performance of
the newly invented sensors. Both theoretical and experimental results of the underlying
principles, design methodologies, and implementation process of these newly invented sensors
are detailed.
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INTRODUCTION

P
IEZOELECTRIC materials have been widely used in
many fields including the design and fabrication of

sensors and actuators. The influence of placement and
the interactions of distributed piezoelectric sensors and
actuators have been studied by many researchers (Prak
et al., 1992; Tzou et al., 1993; Tzou and Hollkamp, 1994;
Preumont and Francois, 1999). Over the years, it has
been well understood that distributed sensors and actu-
ators exert their influence on structures by mapping an
appropriate strain distribution. The application of a
spatial–filter concept to flexible structure control was
first examined by Collins and Miller (Miller et al., 1990)
and it gave us the first indication that autonomous gain–
phase tailoring was possible. The striking characteristic
of this new class of piezoelectric distributed sensors was
that it appeared to bypass the limitations imposed by the
Bode gain–phase theorem (Bode, 1945) that states that
the gain and phase of causal sensors cannot be changed
independently. Even after more than 20 years of
extensive research and development, distributed sensors
such as spatial sensors (Miller et al., 1990) or modal

sensors (Lee, 1992) still do not have the same popularity
as that of piezoelectric point sensors. The main reason
lies in the fact that piezoelectric distributed sensors must
be redesigned for every structure since they are specific
with respect to the structure of interest. On the other
hand, point sensors also suffer two major limitations,
which are (1) they cannot integrate structure informa-
tion known a priori, and (2) the available bandwidth of
the point piezoelectric sensor is closely correlated to the
mechanical structure of the sensor itself.

In this article, we present a whole new class of
piezoelectric sensors developed over the last eight years,
which can tailor the system gain and phase indepen-
dently. To signify that these newly invented sensors have
an autonomous gain–phase relationship, they have been
called APROPOS devices, an acronym for Autonomous
Phase–gain ROtation/Linear Piezoelectric Optimal
Sensing, of which the basic design concepts of this device
was first proposed by the authors in 2002 (Hsu and Lee,
2002, 2003). The design view of an APROPOS device is
to rewrite the sensor equation of a distributed sensor
into two-sided Laplace transforms such that no-phase-
delay filters are thus able to be implemented in a spatial
domain. In a earlier study, no-phase-delay low-pass
filters were implemented successfully by using the
method of image and the superposition nature of*Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.
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integration (Hsu and Lee, 2002, 2003). In that study,
the filters were implemented by subtracting a sine or
a cosine function to eliminate the nonzero weighting of
the base function to become zero at the boundaries. It
was seen that the no-phase-delay filters were determined
only by the chosen base of the weighting function, which
was a simple and straightforward method.
In this article, we introduce window functions into the

sensor design process. By using them various design
parameters such as the power of the window functions
adopted, the desired corner frequency, and the length of
the sensor structure can be embedded into the sensor
transfer function. With this newly introduced design
concept, the characteristics and performance of the
induced no-phase-delay low-pass filter can be further
tailored without changing the chosen base of the weight-
ing function. By incorporating the proposed design
methodology into the design of Point-distributed sensors
(PoD) which was first proposed by the authors in earlier
works (Hsu and Lee, 2002, 2003), a series of new point
sensors can be implemented. Both the theoretical and the
experimental results of adopting the APROPOS device
to applications such as the PoD sensors and the flexible
structure control will be detailed herein.

THEORY OF PIEZOELECTRIC LAMINATES

The basic theory relating to piezoelectric laminates
(Lee and Moon, 1990; Lee, 1992) is briefly reviewed
first. Piezoelectricity, first discovered by Pierre and
Jacques Curie (Cady, 1946), basically indicates that
if stress is applied to a piezoelectric material, charges
can be sensed from the surface. In addition, mechanical
deformation results whenever an external electric field
is applied to the piezoelectric materials. Polyvinylidene
fluoride (PVF2), a polymeric piezoelectric material
first discovered in 1969 by Kawai, was used through-
out the course of this research. As PVF2 possesses mm2
symmetry (Kawai, 1969; Lee, 1992), only five piezo-
electric stress constants d31, d32, d33, d24, and d15
are needed to completely describe its piezoelectric
effect.
Four sets of constants are typically used to model

piezoelectric materials (Cady, 1946; Lee, 1990, 1992),
i.e., the piezoelectric charge constants d, and e, and the
piezoelectric voltage constants g and h. Materials with a
high piezoelectric charge constant d are typically chosen
when designing actuators. On the other hand, materials
with a high piezoelectric voltage constant g are typically
chosen when designing sensors. When written in an
IEEE compact matrix notation, the constitutive equa-
tions of piezoelectric materials can be written as follows:
(Lee, 1990; ANSI/IEEE Standard 176, 1987)

Sp ¼ sEpqTq þ dipEi, Di ¼ dipTq þ "Tij Ek, ð1a,bÞ

where i, k ¼ 1–3, p, q¼ 1–6, Tp, Sq are stress and strain;
and Di and Ek represent the electric displacement and
the electric field, sEpq is the elastic compliance constant,
"Tij is the permittivity constant, and the superscripts ‘E’
and ‘T ’ indicate the E and T fields, which are constants.
As piezoelectric materials in thin sheet form mounted
on thin layer sensing structures is the main configura-
tion examined in this article, a plane stress approxi-
mation was adopted. That is, Equation (1b) can be
simplified to be

D3 ¼ "33E3 þ d31P1 x, yð ÞT1 þ d32P2 x, yð ÞT2

þ d36P6 x, yð ÞT6, ð2Þ

where P(x, y) represents the relative polarization
strength of the piezoelectric lamina and has a value �1.
The polarization strength was set as 1 throughout the
piezoelectric thin film in this article. In other words,
the piezoelectric thin film was uniformly polarized.

Due to the thin sheet form of the PVF2 adopted, the
charge induced can only be detected from the thick-
ness direction. Adopting the Gauss’ Law to find the
closed circuit charge signals detectable by surface
electrodes, the charge signals generated by the kth
lamina of a three-layered PVF2–shim metal–PVF2

laminate (Figure 1) becomes (Lee, 1987, 1992; Lee and
Moon, 1990)

qkðtÞ ¼ �z0k

Z
S

F x, yð Þ e31
@2w

@x2
þ e32

@2w

@y2
þ 2e36

@2w

@x@y

� �
dxdy,

ð3Þ

where k¼ 1, 3; F(x, y) represents the effective surface
electrode, i.e., F(x, y) ¼ 1 if the piezoelectric lamina is
covered by the surface electrode on both the top and the
bottom sides and F(x, y) ¼ 0 if either the top or the
bottom surface electrode of the piezoelectric lamina
is missing. It should be noted that Equation (3) was
obtained by using the plane-stress approximation as
the piezoelectric lamina being considered was assumed
to be in thin sheet form since this type of deformation

Testing Structure 

Cantilever plate

Targeted origin

x

z

y

APROPOS device

Figure 1. Schematic of a PoD sensor using a one-dimensional
cantilever plate as the base sensor structure.
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w(x, y, t) is most suitable to modeling a two-dimensional
thin plate.
Consider the one-dimensional case of Equation (3)

where a one-dimensional plate which assumes w¼w(x, t)
is considered as the sensor structure (Figure 1). It should
be noted that a one-dimensional plate is similar to a
beam with some notable differences. The main differ-
ence lies in the fact that a plane-stress approximation
can be adapted to the thickness direction of the thin
plate while a plane-strain approximation can be adapted
along the width direction. On the other hand, the plane-
strain approximation can be adapted to the thickness
direction of a beam while a plane-stress approximation
can be adapted to the width direction of the beam.
This understanding basically means that the equations
representing a one-dimensional plate and the beam can
replace each other by modifying the stiffness term of the
equations, which are identical to that of the plane-stress
and the plane-strain conversion typically found in stan-
dard elasticity textbooks (Fung, 1965). The principal
axes of the piezoelectric thin sheets were chosen to
coincide with the principal axes of the one-dimensional
plate, and with the above-mentioned approximations.
Thus, Equation (3) can be reduced to

qkðtÞ ¼ �z0ke31

Z a2

a1

RðxÞ
@2w

@x2
dx ð4Þ

where

RðxÞ ¼

Z b=2

�b=2

Fðx, yÞ dy ð5Þ

is the effective surface electrode for a one-dimensional
case, the integrating region a1–a2 represents the bound-
aries of the piezoelectric thin lamina, and b represents
the width of the PVF2 lamina. We know that Equa-
tion (4) forms the basis of most distributed piezoelectric
sensors (Miller et al., 1990; Lee, 1992; Hsu and Lee,
2002). The new APROPOS device-based sensors dis-
cussed in this article are also based on Equation (4) as
well. More specifically, all of the autonomous gain–
phase sensors can be introduced into the frequency
response of a sensing structure by choosing a proper
effective surface electrode R(x) with the understanding
presented herein.
Taking a one-dimensional cantilever plate (Figure 1)

with a pure bending assumption formed by laminating
two layers of piezoelectric laminate of thickness hp on
each side of a stainless steel shim of thickness hs as
the sensing structure, and neglecting its damping effect,
the governing equation of displacement w can be shown
to be (Lee, 1990, 1992; Lee and Moon, 1990; Tzou et al.,
1994):

D11
@4wðx,tÞ

@x4
þ �A

@2wðx,tÞ

@t2
¼ 0 ð6Þ

where �A ¼ ð�shs þ 2�phpÞb is the product of density
� and the cross section of the plate A, and where
subscripts p and s represent the piezoelectric
and the stainless steel shim. The flexural rigidity D11 is
½h3sEs=ð12ð1��2s ÞÞþhpðh

2
s=2þhshpþ2h2p=3ÞðEp=ð1��2pÞÞ�b,

where �s is the Poisson’s ratio of the stainless shim,
respectively (Lee, 1992). It should be noted that D11 is
different from the bending stiffness of a beam even if
the mechanical stiffness of the piezoelectric lamina
is neglected. More specifically, as the mechanical
stiffness of a piezoelectric thin lamina is much smaller
than that of a stainless steel shim plate, smaller by
about 67 times, its mechanical stiffness can be neglected
by setting Ep¼ 0 herein. In this case, D11 becomes
½h3sEs=ð12ð1��2s ÞÞ�b, which is EsI= 1��2s

� �
with I¼bh3s=12

as the moment of inertia of an equal width beam. The
difference of 1=ð1��2s Þ can be traced back to the
conversion of the plane-stress and plane-strain approx-
imation in elasticity (Fung, 1965). Considering that the
Poisson’s ratio of a stainless shim is approximately 0.3,
the influence of 1=ð1��2s Þ is about 10% and therefore
cannot be neglected.

Considering the harmonic excitation case wðx, tÞ ¼
wðxÞe j!t, Equation (6) can be rewritten as

@4w

@x4
� k4wðxÞ ¼ 0, ð7Þ

where

k4 ¼
�A

D11
!2 ð8aÞ

is the dispersion relationship, k is the wave number, and
! is the angular frequency. The dispersion relationship
in Equation (8a) can be separated into two equations,
which are shown to be

k2 ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�A

D11

r
!, ð8bÞ

�k2 ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�A

D11

r
!, ð8cÞ

where Equation (8b) represents the characteristics of
one-dimensional plate jk and �jk, and Equation (8c)
represents the other two characteristics of the one-
dimensional plate k and �k. The general solution w(x, t)
for Equations (6)–(8) can be expressed as:

wðx, tÞ ¼ wlpe
jkx þ wlee

kx þ wrpe
�jkx þ wree

�kx
� �

e j!t, ð9Þ

where wlp and wrp are the wave mode amplitude of the
left and the right propagating wave modes, wle and wre

are the wave mode amplitude of the evanescent wave
modes, and j ¼ (�1)1/2. These four constants are the
functions of the wave number k only, and will have
different magnitudes for different boundary conditions.
These four wave modes and their wave mode amplitudes
include full characteristics of the structures and establish
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the fundamental concept of the new sensors. That is,
wave modes are the main design principle on which the
APROPOS devices are based. It can also be shown
that by adopting these four wave modes properly, the
structure performance characteristics can be tailored at
will. Substituting Equation (9) into Equation (4) and
assuming that the external vibration is a function of the
harmonic wave, the basic sensor equation for the newly
invented APROPOS device becomes

qðtÞ ¼ �z0ke31e
j!tk2

Z a2

a1

RðxÞ
h
� wlpe

jkx þ wlee
kx

� wrpe
�jkx þ wree

�kx
i
dx

ð10Þ

where z0k is the moment arm of the piezoelectric lamina
and equals (hsþ hp)/2 for the structure discussed in
Figure 1. Equation (10) essentially states that the charge
signal generated can be viewed as the superposition of
the four wave modes of the structure propagating
between the boundaries and the effect of the weighting
factors provided by the effective surface electrode, R(x)
for each of the wave modes. More specifically, the
effective surface electrode, R(x) serves as a weighting
function of the wave modes and this understanding
forms the fundamental design concept of APROPOS
devices. In other words, the transfer function of the
sensor structure can be tailored at will by choosing the
proper effective surface electrode, R(x).
As already mentioned, the first attempt to use the

effective surface electrode, R(x) to implement spatial
filters that act like a low-pass filter in gain but does
not induce any phase delay was reported in 1990 (Miller
et al., 1990). At that time, the influence of boundary
conditions and evanescent wave modes e�kx and ekx

were ignored, i.e., only the two propagating wave modes
e�jkx and ejkx were examined. Earlier, this assumption
was justified by mounting a 0.7m long distributed
sensor onto a one-dimensional plate, which was 7.32m
long� 0.1m wide� 3.175mm thick. This sensor was
also intentionally placed far from the boundaries with
the hope that the effect of the boundaries and the
evanescent waves could be eliminated. However, this
requirement hinders the applicability of the spatial filter
to be placed on a point sensor as the distributed sensor
size of the spatial filter will be too small to be placed on a
sensor structure if it is to be treated as a point sensor.
Thus, all effects including those contributed by the eva-
nescent wave modes, the boundary conditions, as well
as the propagating wave modes should be considered in
order to study the possibility of creating piezoelectric
sensors with an autonomous phase–gain relationship for
point sensors. The results obtained impact the imple-
mentation of flexible structure control.
A two-sided Laplace transform typically used in the

electronic signal processing was introduced to serve as

the mathematical tool to pursue the autonomous gain–
phase filter or the spatial filter concept. That is, each
term of Equation (10) can be expressed as follows: (Van
Der Pol and Bremmer, 1959; Bracewell, 1978;
Grossman, 1988; O’Neil, 1991)

L RðxÞ; s
� 	

¼

Z 1

�1

RðxÞe�sx dx ð11Þ

where, R(x) is the equation of the effective surface
electrode, and the transform variable s is jk, �jk, k, or
�k. It should be noted that the characteristic poly-
nomial of the structure is typically expanded on an
infinite domain, but the length of the sensor structure is
finite and the wave modes propagate in a finite domain.
In addition, the amplitude of the wave modes reflected
from the boundary is highly dependent on the bound-
ary. To overcome some of the drawbacks mentioned
above, the effect of the boundaries on the charge signal
generated needs to be taken into consideration. In
summary, unlike the strategy (Miller et al., 1990) chosen
earlier, which temporarily circumvented the shortcom-
ings of the mathematical model adopted by neglecting
the effect of the boundaries and the evanescent wave
modes by means of placing a small spatial filter far from
the boundary on a very long free-free beam, new mathe-
matical tools were required in order to make Equation
(11) as the basis of the foundation of APROPOS devices
for general sensor structures. This concept was first
proved possible by using the method of image and
the superposition characteristic of integration into
Equation (10) in 2002 (Hsu and Lee, 2002). This earlier
methodology proposed a simple and straightforward
design concept to introduce a predetermined no-phase-
delay filter into sensor transfer function by choosing a
designed base.

In this article, we utilize window functions to intro-
duce additional design parameters into the design
of an effective surface electrode. In this newly pro-
posed approach, various characteristics of the induced
no-phase-delay filters can be further tailored by using
the parameters embedded in the transfer function.
We can show that by utilizing the window functions,
vastly different boundary conditions can also be taken
care of by using the new APROPOS device proposed.
Furthermore, with the rapid development of MEMS-
based sensors, an APROPOS device provides us with an
opportunity to take advantage of the increased freedom
extended with the introduction of spatial filters. More
specifically, all earlier deficiencies in taking the concept
of the spatial filters into the point sensors have their
roots in the fact that both the boundary and the
evanescent wave effects cannot be neglected in sensors
with finite lengths. As the APROPOS device concept
takes the four wave modes and the boundary effects into
consideration, all the limitations imposed earlier have
been eliminated. Considering the transfer function
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tailoring capability exerted by the spatially distributed
electrode, the APROPOS device have proven to be
adaptable as distributed sensors that can be integrated
within a point sensor design since they can be imple-
mented on a small sensor structure. This extra freedom
makes the concept of a PoD sensor possible, as first
proposed by the authors in 2002 (Hsu and Lee, 2002)
which is based on the idea of creating a point sensor by
incorporating the spatial design freedom of distributed
sensors. When this APROPOS device is integrated into
a PoD sensor, the point sensor then possesses various
sensor characteristics as induced by the window func-
tions. The fundamental concepts of the PoD sensors are
briefly described in the following section.

CONCEPT OF POINT-DISTRIBUTED SENSORS

The available bandwidth of the traditional piezo-
electric point sensors is typically limited to only 1/5–1/10
of the first-mode resonant frequency if the sensor is to
have less than 10% to 5% gain and phase errors. This is
due to the fact that the resonance effect of the first mode
will magnify the gain of the sensor for different
frequencies, which significantly distorts the signal mea-
sured near the resonance. In addition, there will be
considerable phase delay when the vibration frequency
is measured close to the resonance frequency. Both the
errors limit the usable bandwidth of the sensor design.
Thus the sensor structures chosen often possess a high
first-resonance frequency in order to enlarge their usable
bandwidth, which also translates to a low sensitivity at a
low-frequency region. This trade-off has been the major
design point of all commercial accelerometers. The
alternative suggested by this study is to choose a flexible
structure to serve as a point sensor (Figure 1), which has
a significantly lower first-mode resonant frequency. The
APROPOS device concept can then serve as a way to
recover the lost bandwidth associated with low-resonant
frequency, which is the main thought behind the
existence of PoD sensors (Hsu and Lee, 2002). We can
show that a no-phase-delay low-pass filter introduced by
APROPOS devices offer a design freedom to enhance its
bandwidth, not available before.
Figure 2 shows the fundamental concept of using an

APROPOS device to design a point sensor, i.e., the PoD
sensor, where Gt(s) (dashed dark line) represents the
transfer functions of a traditional point sensor, and
Go(s) (thick gray line) represents the transfer function of
a flexible structure like the one shown in Figure 1. Note
that the transfer function of the point sensor Gt(s) is
separated into two segments to represent the traditional
point sensors that often adopt a high resonance
frequency to obtain an usable-enough bandwidth BW.
On the other hand, the flexible sensor structure Go(s)
offers an appropriate low-frequency sensitivity, but only

offers a limited usable bandwidth BWo. The funda-
mental concept of the PoD sensor is to introduce a
kind of no-phase delay low-pass filter FL(s) like
the APROPOS device proposed in this article, into
the sensor transfer function Go(s) to reduce the
contribution of structure resonance and push its usable
bandwidth from BWo back to BW, which is shown as
Goa(s) (thin dark line). It should be indicated that the
usable bandwidth is extended to BW only if the newly
introduced low-pass filter does not induce any addi-
tional phase delay to the original phase function. This
no-phase-delay requirement cannot be met by the
traditional electrical filters as phase lag like FLE (s) in
Figure 2 with respect to its corner frequency will
inevitably reduce the usable one to a much shorter
bandwidth BWE.

Therefore, with an APROPOS device, it is possible
to increase the usable bandwidth of a sensor without
the limitations imposed by the fundamental vibration
characteristics of the sensor structure itself. It should be
noted again that this autonomous effect is fundamen-
tally different from that of the common electronic filters,
which inevitably cause a phase delay for each gain
tailoring (Bode, 1945). The concept of the APROPOS
device will be detailed further in the following sections.

CONCEPT OF APROPOS DEVICES

To adopt the two-sided Laplace transform shown
in Equation (11) as the mathematical tool for sensor

Frequency (Hz)

Frequency (Hz)

Gain (dB)

Phase (degree)

Gt(s) Go(s) 

Goa(s) 

FL(s) 

Gt(s) 

Go(s) 

Goa(s) 

FLE(s) 

BW

BWE 

BWo 

Figure 2. Schematic of the effect of an APROPOS device, where
Gt(s) (dashed dark line) is the transfer function of a traditional point
sensor, Go(s) (thick gray line) is the transfer function of a flexible
structure, Goa(s) is the transfer function of an APROPOS device, BWo

usable bandwidth of Go(s), FL(s) is the induced no-phase-delay low-
pass filter, BW is the enhanced usable bandwidth, and BWE is the
reduced usable bandwidth by an electrical filter FLE(s).
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design, an extra mathematical operation termed
‘‘method of image’’ was further introduced (Graff,
1975). One of the fundamental advantages of utilizing
the method of image is that the phase relationship can
be taken care of when considering the interaction
between the wave modes and the boundaries. The two
boundary conditions for the cantilever sensor structure
shown in Figure 1 are of a fixed-end and a free-end.
Since these two boundary conditions are easy to
fabricate and are commonly found, they were examined
in detail first. It should be noted that a wave mode can
introduce a no-phase delay when it encounters a free-
end and will encounter an 180�-phase delay when it is
reflected from a fixed-end. More specifically, the wave
modes are continuous at the free-end and must be
multiplied by a factor of �1 for the fixed-end (Figure 1).
Based on this, the method of image can be adopted

to expand the path where wave modes propagate, i.e.,
between the boundaries of a one-dimensional cantilever
plate into an infinite domain. This concept is shown in
Figure 3, where the bold line represents the waves
propagating in the structure and the dashed line repre-
sents the waves in the infinite domain by the method of
image. As the waves will encounter a 180� phase shift,
the wave modes will be discontinuous when a fixed-end
is encountered. This discontinuity in turn limits the
adoption of a two-sided Laplace transform as shown in
Equation (11) into the sensor equation (10). The spatial
weighting characteristic of the distributed sensor offers
a design freedom to overcome the nature of this
discontinuity by setting the weighting factor to zero at
the locations where the discontinuous waves occur.
In an earlier paper by the authors (Hsu and Lee,

2002), they proposed that zero weighting at the
boundaries was to be realized by subtracting a sine or
a cosine function of a suitable scaling factor to the
chosen base, which was developed based on the fact that
a two-sided Laplace transform of a sine or a cosine
function is zero. It should be noted that the predeter-
mined base was not modified, i.e., the induced filtering
effect was a result of the predetermined base only.
In this article, in comparison, we incorporate

the mathematical tool window functions (Harris, 1978)
to overcome the nature of this discontinuity. The
application herein is similar to those used to design

surface acoustic wave devices (SAW devices) (Campbell,
1989, 1998). Another similarity worth noting is that the
SAW devices can exert the same autonomous phase–
gain relationship as the APROPOS device discussed in
this study. To handle the case where the wave modes are
discontinuous at the boundary points, the window
functions are multiplied to the chosen base so that the
product becomes zero at the boundaries (Figure 3).
Thus, this new design is a completely different mathe-
matical manipulation that causes significantly different
filtering effects from the earlier reports. In addition to
possessing the ability to completely eliminate the effect
of the boundaries, additional spatial design parameters
can be introduced through the window functions. More
specifically, this newly designed APROPOS device
possesses the ability to tailor the filtering effect of the
chosen base by changing the parameters of the window
functions.

By utilizing the above-mentioned concept provides us
with a path to transfer the wave modes of finite sensor
structures to wave modes located in the infinite domain.
Thus, Equation (10) can now be rewritten as (Hsu and
Lee, 2002):

qðtÞ ¼ �zoke31e
j!tk2

�
� wlp

Z 1

�1

f ðxÞejkxdx� wrp

�

Z 1

�1

f ðxÞe�jkxdxþ wle

Z 1

�1

f ðxÞekxdx

þ wre

Z 1

�1

f ðxÞe�kxdx

�
ð12Þ

where

f ðxÞ ¼ hðxÞRðxÞ ð13Þ

h(x) is the window function multiplied to tailor the
surface electrode R(x), and where the real effective
surface electrode to be implemented becomes
f(x)¼ h(x)R(x) (Figure 4). This perspective provides us
with an opportunity to further tailor the performance of
distributed sensors when applied on a small testing
structure and to design the so-called PoD sensors. Once
the wave modes are expanded onto the infinite domain
by using the above-mentioned concept, the propagating
waves and the evanescent waves can all be taken
into account when designing autonomous gain–phase

Fixed end Free end 

Targeted origin

Figure 3. Wave mode expansions on a cantilever plate by implementing method of image and an APROPOS device designed by window
functions.
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sensors. In addition, the contributions of the boundaries
can also be eliminated. Thus, continuous wave modes
are reconstructed in an infinite domain by the
APROPOS device and the sensor equation can thus
be rewritten as a two-sided Laplace transform, which
enables the introduction of a no-phase delay filter in the
spatial domain.
Another concept worth noting is related to the sym-

metry of the wave modes. It is well known that in all
wave equations, waves always appear in pairs, i.e., the
left and the right propagating waves as well as eva-
nescent waves exist simultaneously with respect to the
origin (Figure 3). Based on this concept, choosing
an effective surface electrode with a symmetric profile
with respect to origin x ¼ 0, Equation (12) can be
rewritten as (Hsu and Lee, 2002):

qðtÞ ¼ �z0ke31e
j!tk2

�
� ðwlp þ wrpÞ

Z 1

�1

f ðxÞe�jkxdx

þ ðwle þ wreÞ

Z 1

�1

f ðxÞe�kxdx

�
ð14Þ

where the origin can be placed at any location of the
structure and the combination of the effective surface
electrode f (x) and wave modes is symmetric with respect
to this origin, which we call a targeted origin (Figure 3).
It should also be noted that the configuration of the
wave mode amplitudes depends on the targeted origin
chosen. Even though a more detailed design thinking
relating to the targeted origin placement was the main
subject of a separate paper (Hsu and Lee, 2002), it is
clear from Equation (14) that the filtering effect
introduced by the APROPOS device comes from the
integration of the effective surface electrode and the
wave modes. Another thing that should be noted is that

the wave mode amplitudes are outside of the integra-
tion, since they are a function of the wave number k
only. That is, the filters being introduced into the sensor
charge output and the sensor transfer function have
their strain information originating from the wave mode
of the infinite domain. The wave mode amplitude
represents the local structure characteristics of a
symmetric point on the effective surface electrode
chosen, i.e., the targeted origin. This point can easily
be understood by substituting x¼ 0 to the second
derivative of the bending angle with respect to the
spatial coordinate x as shown in Equation (9), i.e.,

w00ðx ¼ 0, tÞ ¼ k2½�ðwlp þ wleÞ þ ðwrp þ wreÞ�e
j!t: ð9aÞ

More specifically, the filter introduced is actually desig-
nated with respect to the symmetric point of the effective
electrode and this point is thus named the targeted
origin in designing APROPOS devices (Figure 3).

In the above-mentioned configuration, the APROPOS
device serves as a point sensor of the attached testing
structure, like the cantilever plate shown in Figure 1.
In other words, the APROPOS device is a point sensor
measuring the local structure characteristic of the
targeted origin, and its transfer function is further
tailored by the symmetrically distributed effective
surface electrode in the spatial domain. As the PoD
sensor was implemented using the APROPOS device
concept, the sensor performance is thus the result of the
superposition of the full characteristics of the sensor
structure itself, the local characteristics of the targeted
origin, and the no-phase-delay low-pass filter created by
the surface electrode.

The above-mentioned symmetric observations can be
used to explain the reason why the APROPOS devices
can be introduced to a low-pass filter without any phase
lag and which is different from the Bode gain–phase
theorem (Bode, 1945) prediction, from an almost philos-
ophical perspective. As the original Bode gain–phase
theorem states that the gain and phase of a causal
system is not autonomous, the assertion that APROPOS
devices can break free of this theorem indicates that the
system appears to act like a noncausal system. Taking
all the parameters into consideration such as the
symmetry of the wave modes mentioned above, the
dispersion relationship (Equation (8)) of the sensor
structure, and the general solution of the wave equation
(Equation (9)), it appears that the left and the right wave
modes act like the past and the future time information
at any point of the sensor structure. That is, the signal of
the future and the past exists at the same time for any
point of the sensor structure. The sensor structure
designed based on the above-mentioned concept thus
acts like a noncausal system and can perform gain
tailoring without sacrificing phase performance.

The possibility to enhance the sensor performance
was conceptually proven by properly choosing the

Figure 4. Schematic of an APROPOS device designed by window
functions.
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targeted origin and the effective surface electrode using
the APROPOS device concept as shown in Equation
(14). We can conclude that an APROPOS device is a
distributed sensor that can measure the local structure
information of a specific point on a flexible structure,
and which possesses no-phase delay filtering effects
through spatial domain integration. In addition, it offers
a full solution to incorporate the advantages of
distributed sensors into point sensor design, i.e. PoD
sensors, where both the low-frequency sensitivity and
the usable bandwidth are appropriately accounted for.
In the following section, an APROPOS device based on
the methodologies of window functions and the method
of image will be detailed.

IMPLEMENTING APROPOS DEVICES

WITH WINDOW FUNCTIONS

As mentioned earlier, choosing a proper window
function, h(x) and multiplying it to the effective surface
electrode, R(x) in order to create a no-phase lag low-
pass filter into the sensor structure frequency response
with tunable parameters is a main goal of this article.
That is, the autonomous gain–phase sensors which have
poles of various orders are of special interest to us due to
the implication that they can work as a series of low-
pass filters. The fundamental performance characteris-
tics of these sensors can be understood by examining the
functions shown in Table 1 (Grossman, 1988, O’Neil,
1991). For example, considering a window function of
the following form

wðxÞ ¼ 1� jxjn=an, ð15Þ

where jxj � a, and a is the half length of the beam. With
this window function and choosing the base to have a
form of e��jxj, the effect of the PoD sensor can be
studied by performing the following Laplace transform
as shown in Equation (11) (Van Der Pol and Bremmer,
1959; O’Neil, 1991). It should be noted that the base of
this APROPOS device was intentionally chosen to be
identical to the authors’ earlier report (Hsu and Lee,
2002) so as to clearly show the differences of the
characteristics obtained by using these two lines of
methods adopted. The results areZ a

�a

1�
jxj

a


 �n
 �
e��jxj

� �
e�sxdx

¼
anðsþ �Þn½ � � n!

anðsþ �Þnþ1
þ

anð�� sÞn½ � � n!

anð�� sÞnþ1

¼
2�ð�2 � s2Þn � ðn!=anÞ �� sð Þ

nþ1
þ �þ sð Þ

nþ1
� �

ð�2 � s2Þnþ1
: ð16Þ

where the transform parameter s is jk for the first
integral in Equation (14) or k for the second integral in

Equation (14). Considering Equation (16), it should be
noted that the poles of the system are a power of nþ 1
function of (�2� s2). We can see that 1/(�2� s2) was
caused by the two-sided Laplace transform of base e��jxj

and is the same as the results reported earlier (Hsu and
Lee, 2002). It can also be seen that Equation (16) has
three additional parameters introduced by the window
functions that are embedded into the induced filter.
These parameters include the power of the window
functions adopted, the desired corner frequency, and the
length of the sensor structure. In other words, the
APROPOS device acts like a no-phase delay low-pass
filter with three tunable variables. We can also see that
all the odd power functions of s in the numerator are
cancelled automatically for all n. Therefore, no matter
whether n is odd or even, the numerator will be an even
power term of s. It is known that this type of function
can only be expanded into a product of the term involv-
ing only ð�2 � s2Þn, ðs2 þ asþ b2Þ, and ðs2 � asþ b2Þ,
where �, a, and b are constants. More specifically, the
filtering effect induced in the sensor signal from
Equation (16), which is an integral effect of the
propagating wave and the evanescent wave, has the
following form such that

FðsÞ ¼ c

Qn
i¼1 �2

i � s2
� �li

ðs2 � aisþ b2i Þ
mi ðs2 þ aisþ b2i Þ

mi

�2 � s2ð Þ
nþ1

ð17aÞ

where

n ¼
Xn
i

li þ 2mi

� �
ð17bÞ

�i, ai, bi, mi, li, and n are constants determined by
Equation (16), � is the prespecified corner wave number,
and c is a function of �, i.e., c¼ c(�). Note that the zeros
formed by the ðs2 þ asþ b2Þ, and the ðs2 � asþ b2Þ pairs
introduced by using the APROPOS device will not cause
any delay into the sensor special transfer function.

Table 1. (a) Right-sided Laplace transformed
pair where F(s)=

R a

0 f(x)e�sx dx; (b) left-sided
Laplace transforme pair where

F(s)=
R 0

�a f(x)e�sx dx.

f(x) F(s)¼L{f(x)}

a
e�at 1

sþ a

tne�at n!

ðsþ aÞnþ1

b

eat
1

a� s

�jtjneat �
n!

ða� sÞnþ1
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Substituting the dispersion relationship of propagating
waves in Equation (8b) for the case where the transform
parameter s is jk in Equation (17a), Equation (17a)
can be transferred from a wave number domain to a
frequency domain such that

Fð!Þ ¼ c

Qn
i¼1 �i þ !

� �li
ð!þ biÞ

2
þ ai!

� �mi

�þ !ð Þ
nþ1

ð18Þ

where �i, bi, ai are transferred constants derived from
�i, ai, bi, and �; is the chosen corner frequency from � by
using the dispersion relationship. Similarly, substituting
the dispersion relationship of the evanescent waves in
Equation (8c) for the case where the transform para-
meter s is k in Equation (17a), Equation (17a) is again
transformed to Equation (18). By varying the three
embedded design parameters in the transferred con-
stants �i, bi, ai leads to an APROPOS device that
possesses tunable filtering characteristics in a frequency
domain. It is clear from Equation (18) that both the
poles and zeros have a no-phase change in a frequency
domain. Thus, the signal of the designed APROPOS
device can be expressed as follows:

qðtÞ ¼ �z0ke31e
j!tk2 � wlp þ wrp

� �
þ wle þ wreð Þ

� �
Fð!Þ ð19Þ

Equation (19) shows that the APROPOS device exerts
its influence by multiplying a pure real-value roll-off
function to the four wave mode amplitudes, which
represent the characteristics of the structure and
targeted origin. Note that the induced filter shown
above is a �40 dB/decade low-pass filter in a wave
number domain (Equation (17a)), and is a �20 dB/
decade low-pass filter in the frequency domain
(Equation (18)). Incorporating an APROPOS device
to a PoD sensor will result in an autonomous gain–
phase filter (Equation 19) to be multiplied to each wave
mode of the sensor structure. With the adoption of a
window functions concept, three powerful design param-
eters that include the length of the sensing structure 2a,

the corner frequency � and the power of the window
function n, allow us to tailor the desired performance of
the PoD sensor of interest. Thus, a different mathema-
tical action to the design of the weighting function
offered by the effective surface electrode can have a
completely different filtering effect in a wave number
domain. In Table 2, we summarize and compare the
characteristics of the APROPOS device implemented by
the subtraction of a sine or a cosine function and
by multiplying a window function to the designed base.

Since the sensor response of the APROPOS device is
really a combination of a sensor structure response and
an effective surface electrode sensor, the added benefit
of introducing a distributed sensors concept into point
sensors to create PoD sensors must be examined by
removing both the effect of the sensor structure response
and the targeted origin response. This removal was done
by simultaneously measuring the strain located at the
targeted origin of the beam and the newly developed
APROPOS device, which measure the local strain
(Equation (9a)) at x¼ 0 and such that Equation (19)
can be further written as:

qðtÞ ¼ �z0ke31Fð!Þ w00ðx ¼ 0, tÞð Þ½ � ð19aÞ

More specifically, dividing the distributed piezoelectric
sensor response with respect to the strain of the targeted
origin clearly demonstrates the added benefit of the
APROPOS devices in Equation (18), which is the
filtering effect expressed by F(!). It can be experimen-
tally shown that the PoD sensors can be designed to
have the gain transfer functions tailored into the sensor
while keeping the phase transfer functions intact.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

To experimentally verify the concepts of how an
APROPOS device can be adopted to improve the
performance of a PoD sensor, a 140mm long� 22mm

Table 2. Comparison of APROPOS devices designed by subtracting a sine or a cosine function (A) and by multiplying
a window function (B).

(A) (B)

Methodology (1) Method of image
(2) Superposition of integration

(1) Method of image
(2) Window function

Mathematical action Subtraction Multiplication

Applied function Sine/cosine function Window function

Advantages (1) Simple and direct
(2) No need to consider how the sensor

transfer function will be altered
(3) Contribution of the APROPOS device

is completely determined by the base

(1) Simple and direct
(2) No need to fine tune a subtracted function

to make zero weighting at the boundaries
(3) Additional design parameters can be

introduced through the window functions

Characteristics of filters Predetermined no-phase-delay filters can be
designed by choosing a proper base

(1) Tunable no-phase-delay filters can be embedded
by the window function

(2) Various filtering effect can be implemented
by tailoring the embedded parameters
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wide� 0.02mm thick stainless steel shim in one-dimen-
sional cantilever plate configuration was chosen as the
base sensor structure. To further examine the effect of
APROPOS devices, a piezoelectric distributed sensor
that had a uniform effective surface electrode and
window function of n¼ 1 was also constructed. The
setup of the experiment executed and the shape of the
effective surface electrode are shown in Figure 5(a) and
(b). The targeted origin of the APROPOS device was
placed at the middle of the cantilever plate. Although,
the cantilever plate was small, the effect of the boun-
daries and the evanescent waves cannot be neglected.
Two perspectives can be used to examine this cantilever
plate configuration. First, when this one-dimensional
cantilever sensor plate structure is observed from the
classical flexible structure concept, the stainless steel
shim can be considered as the flexible structure to be
controlled. Second, this cantilever plate can be viewed as
a point sensor with its performance tailored by using an
APROPOS device. In addition, it should be noted that
the ratio between the sensor size and the sensor structure
dictates that the boundary effects and the evanescent
wave modes cannot be neglected as was done earlier
when the spatial filter was first introduced (Miller et al.,
1990).

Three main design parameters were chosen to
implement the desired gain tailoring characteristics.
They include the power n of the window function
(see Equation (16)), the length of the sensor structure 2a,
and the desired location of the corner frequency of the
low-pass filter. Using the natural frequency measured
from the uniform sensor in Figure 6 (thick gray line),
with 9 and 56Hz as the first and the second mode
natural frequencies, respectively, the parameters needed
to calculate the dispersion relationship in Equation (8)
were retrieved by using the experimental results. Using
Equation (4) to calculate the physical quantity measured
by using the uniform sensor led to the angular deflection
of the free-end. On the other hand, the signal retrieved
by the APROPOS device is a filtered strain signal of the
targeted origin (Equation (19)). The transfer function
of the uniform sensor must then incorporate a jk term to
form a compatible result in the wave-number domain.
By using the dispersion relationship of the one-dimen-
sional plate shown in Equation (8), the transfer function
in a frequency domain requires adding 10�log10 (!) to
the measured data of the uniform sensor. Substituting
the numerical normalized wave number �i (Blevins,
1979), set k equal to �i/L, where L as the length of the
structure with k equal to 1.8751 and 4.694 for the first
and the second natural modes, respectively. Substituting
the data into Equation (8), we can derive that the
material property D11/�A is 0.101846. Choosing a
corner wave number k¼ 10 in the spatial domain and
substituting all the corresponding parameters into the
dispersion relationship, Equation (8) leads to a corner
frequency, �¼ 32Hz. The effective surface electrode was
chosen to be:

wðxÞ ¼ 1�
jxj

a
, ð20Þ

HP 35665A

Power amplifier 

Shaker

Photonic
sensor

Charge
amplifier 

Cantilever plate 
APROPOS device

(a) 

(b) 
Figure 5. (a) Schematic of the experimental setup and (b) schematic
of an APROPOS device designed by window functions.
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Figure 6. Transfer functions of a point sensor with a uniform
surface electrode (thick gray line) and an APROPOS device with
no-phase-delay low-pass filter (thin dark line).
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where a is 0.07m. From Equations (18) and (19), it is
clear that the no-phase-delay low-pass filter, i.e., an
autonomous phase–gain filter, introduced by this
APROPOS device with n ¼ 1 from Equation (17) is

f ð!Þ ¼ �48:571
ð5� !Þ

ð32þ !Þ2
ð21Þ

Combining Equations (8) and (21), it is clear that a
zero is introduced at 5Hz. This zero will introduce a
�180� phase lag at the frequency range lower than 5Hz,
and a no-phase lag for frequencies higher than 5Hz.
The appearance of the extra zero that introduces
the phase lag can be attributed to the case where the
design parameter n was set to be equal to 1 and the
(s2þ asþ b2) and the (s2� asþ b2) pairs do not appear
in the numerator; otherwise it would cancel their
respective phase distributions, It should be noted that
the influence of this zero is completely eliminated by
either choosing different design parameters or by
introducing another window function. Equation (21)
also showed that an APROPOS device designed by
multiplying a window function to a chosen base can
tailor the filter effect of the base, i.e., converting the
original first-order pole 1=ð32þ !Þ to a second-order
pole 1=ð32þ !Þ2 and to a zero ð5� !Þ. This zero can be
used to change the sign of the output signal or to reject
some particular frequency range signals. Note also that
the original no-phase-delay low-pass filter designed by
the base is retained and enhanced, which is contributed
by multiplying a window function. Thus using a window
function to modify a base can introduce additional
tunable parameters into the induced filters, which in
turn allows the implemented APROPOS device to
possess new filtering characteristics.
Substituting the boundary conditions of a one-

dimensional cantilever plate with excitation from a
fixed-end into Equation (9), it is easy to derive the four
wave mode amplitudes at the targeted origin, which is
set at the middle of the cantilever plate:

wlp ¼
ð j þ 1Þe4ak þ j � 1
� �

ejak þ 2je3jakþ2ak

8je2jakþ2ak þ ð2je4ak þ 2jÞe4jak þ 2je4ak þ 2j

� �
g

ð22aÞ

wle ¼
ð j � 1Þe4jakþak þ 2je2jakþ3ak þ j þ 1ð Þeak

8je2jakþ 2ak þ ð2je4ak þ 2jÞe4jak þ 2je4ak þ 2j

� �
g

ð22bÞ

wrp ¼
ð j � 1Þe4ak þ j þ 1
� �

e3jak þ 2jejakþ 2ak

8je2jakþ 2ak þ ð2je4ak þ 2jÞe4jak þ 2je4ak þ 2j

� �
g

ð22cÞ

wre ¼
ð j þ 1Þe4jakþ3ak þ 2je2jakþ ak þ j � 1ð Þe3ak

8je2jakþ 2ak þ ð2je4ak þ 2jÞe4jak þ 2je4ak þ 2j

� �
g

ð22dÞ

It should be noted that the denominators of the four
wave modes are identical and the numerators of these
wave modes dictate the effects of the propagating and
the evanescent wave modes. Summing the correspond-
ing numerators and considering that |ejak|¼ 1 and eak

dominates for the high wave numbers, the magnitude
of the propagating wave modes and the evanescent wave
modes becomes

wlp þ wrp � ejakðe2ak þ 1Þ 2ðe2ak þ 1Þ þ jðe2ak � 1Þ
� �

ð23aÞ

wle þ wre � eakðe2jak þ 1Þ 2ðe2ak þ 1Þ þ jA
� �

ð23bÞ

where A approaches zero. Further simplifying Equa-
tions (23a) and (23b) yields the wave mode amplitude of
the propagating and the evanescent waves of the
cantilever plate at a high frequency or wave number
such that

jwlp þ wrpj �
ffiffiffi
5

p
e4ak, ð24aÞ

and

jwle þ wrej � 2e3ak: ð24bÞ

Substituting first the effect that D11/�A¼ 0.101846 into
Equation (8) and then into Equations (24a) and (24b)
leads to the understanding that the magnitude of the
evanescent wave is more than 10% of the magnitude of
the propagating wave when the frequency is less than
256Hz, or when the wave number is less than 28.322. In
other words, the effect of the evanescent wave cannot be
neglected when the frequency of interest is less than
256Hz. Since the designed corner frequency is chosen to
be at 32Hz, then the APROPOS device will certainly
encounter the contribution of the evanescent waves.

The transfer function shown by the thick gray line in
Figure 6 of the point sensor can be tailored by using
Equation (20) as the effective surface electrode. The
experimental data of the tailored transfer function is
shown by the thin dark line in Figure 6. Comparing the
two experimental data as shown in Figure 6, it is clear
from the experimental data obtained that a no-phase
delay low-pass filter is indeed introduced by using an
APROPOS device and that the theoretical predictions
agree well with the experimental results. The additional
zero that are introduced offers a �180� phase lag below
5Hz, and offers no additional phase contribution after
several hertzs at its corner frequency. In addition, the
no-phase low-pass filter induced by the low-pass filter
1/(32þ!)2 in Equation (21) introduces no additional
phase information into the transfer function throughout
the full frequency range, including at its corner
frequency of 32Hz.

To further illustrate the effect of the newly introduced
no-phase-delay low-pass filter, the ratio between the
signals obtained by using Equation (20) as the effective
surface electrode, i.e., the filtering effect introduced by
using Equation (21) and from a strain gage located at the
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targeted origin of the PoD sensor, is shown in Figure 7.
The dark solid line in Figure 7 represents the experi-
mental data and the gray broken line represents the
theoretical predictions. The agreement between the
experimental data and the theoretical predictions clearly
demonstrates the validity and the effectiveness of the
APROPOS device as presented in this article. It should
also be clear that the effectiveness of the above-
mentioned approach is traceable to the fact that the
APROPOS devices are introduced outside of the wave
mode amplitudes. This indicates that APROPOS devices
can actually perform filtering effects in an infinite
domain. In summary, the information induced by the
wave mode amplitudes, which are the same character-
istics as the structure and the local performance at the
targeted origin, can be retrieved by dividing the signal
from a strain gage placed at the targeted origin. The zero
of around 5Hz was induced by the APROPOS device,
which can be eliminated by choosing the appropriate
design parameters including the power of window
functions, the corner frequency, and the length of the
sensor structure.

CONCLUSIONS

Both the theoretical and the experimental results
verified the successful implementation of autonomous
gain–phase sensors, i.e., the APROPOS device-based
sensors. In addition, the possibility of improving the
performance of a Point-distributed sensor (PoD) by
taking advantages of the characteristics of autonomous
gain–phase tailoring was shown. The design parameters
of a series of low-pass filters using an APROPOS device
were detailed. The proper range for the design param-

eters was also verified theoretically and experimentally.
We also introduced window functions in the sensor
design process, which equals zero near and at the
boundaries. With the introduction of the window
functions, the targeted origin of the distributed sensor
can be placed near the boundaries. In addition, the
APROPOS device can be used to design point sensors
even for cases where the testing structure is too short
to neglect the boundary and evanescent waves effects.

Even though an APROPOS device-based PoD sensor
represents a very special type of filter, such that it can
have gain tailoring while remaining at a zero phase
change, many of the filter design concepts developed over
the years for the traditional electronic-based filters can
still be modified to adopt a PoD sensor design. By
properly choosing the power of the window functions,
the corner frequency, the length of the sensor structure,
etc., PoD sensors of various performance specifications
were shown to be possible. One thing that should be
noted is that even though in this paper, we only discussed
a PoD sensor that uses a one-dimensional cantilever plate
as the base structure, PoD sensors based on other base
structures can certainly be used. It should be clear from
the results presented in this article that different
boundary conditions simply lead to different wrp, wlp,
wre,wle, which in turn influence the overall sensor transfer
functions. Nevertheless, the design concept described in
this article is applicable to all types of boundaries.

In summary, PoD sensors developed by adopting an
APROPOS device were invented. With full integration
of a distributed sensor concept and the more traditional
point sensor, the results presented in this article are far
reaching and have a fundamental impact on the design
of all point sensors.
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transfer function of a PoD sensor (dark line) and its theoretical value
(gray dashed line).
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